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Kaminda Lagun 41
Price:  USD 375.000

Location:  Lagoen

Bathrooms:  2

Bedrooms:  2

Lot size:  973 m2

Built up size:  127 m2

OUTSIDE LIVING SURROUNDED BY NATURE The property is
accessed through an electronic fence, which provides added
security and privacy., you will be surprised by the size of the lot that
is hidden behind this fence. While you still feel part of a community
you don't have the burden of the noise nor the rush. Layout of the
lot. This property is seen to divided into 3 seperate places where
you can retreat, make an income, or use for yourself. The lot with
his 973m2 is bigger than most is this area and still a lot of space is
still unused. with a tiny house and a main house in the back it is
possible to built a house up to 150m2 while living on your property
too.  Description The tiny house at the front of the lot is described
as having a basic kitchen, with space for a refrigerator, freezer,and
comes with a and cooking top. The bedroom is air-conditioned,
which is important in a warm climate. With all natural producs that
are used with the built of the tiny house you will notice a relaxed
and peacefull enviremont. All the products are carefully chosen for
the purpose that they are for. The bathroom has a toilet, sink, and
shower, efficiently put together so you have all the facilities that you
need in your own space, wich makes the tiny house exeptionally
good for long term renters. In the outside cabinet is ready to
connect a washing machine, but also storage room that can hold
your clothing, beach items but also washing detergent. The
bedroom is air-conditioned, which is important in a warm climate.
The larger house at the back (built 2022) of the lot is described as
having an open kitchen that leads into the living room. Built with
strong and durable wood it can hold all your kitchen items. The
bedroom is airconditionated, but also has a door that opens
completely, is equipped with shutters just as the three windows, the
combination of the door and the windows provide a amazing
breeze through the bedroom. The walls have a cavity on bothe sides
that you can use as nightstands, there is also a cavity for a television
or a cabinet. Next to the bedroom you will find a separate walk-in
closet, which provides additional storage space, and its own lighting.
 The bathroom has a bathtub, shower, toilet, and sink, all inside
doors are made of strong wood that are designed as barn doors
that slide to each side easily, in this way the spaces are used
efficiently. The vide in the roof provides additional bedroom and
natural light through the windows that give stunning views over de
landscape of the LVV that is solely for farming, the preparations for
the airconditioning is already in place.  The outside living space is
described as peaceful and relaxing, which suggests that it may be a
good place to unwind and enjoy nature. The property comes with a
building permit for an additional house, which could be used as a
guest house, rental property, or additional living space. there is still
more than 700m2 of land left, which could be used for gardening,
outdoor activities, or further development. further in the back we
find an storage, this contains a washing machine connection and a
hot water boiler, extra storage space and last but not least… an
outside shower and toilet.   For a private viewing or questions
contact me at gita.pendjol@kwbonaire.com. Ground tax (annually):
0.345% of the value (1st residence), or Property tax (annually):
0.91% of the value (2nd residence). Buyers Costs consist of (one-off):
5% transfer tax, approx. 2% notary costs and costs of Land Registry
at the office of Kadaster depending on purchase price  
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